
Scheduling and Completing PPAC Interviews 
 

Scheduling Instructions 
1. Email Mrs. Childress for an interview when you receive your PPAC Evaluation Materials. Interviews will be 
conducted via Zoom. Allow one hour for the interview. 
2. Ask a dentist, doctor or optometrist you have shadowed to interview you, complete an evaluation form, and write a 
letter for you. If applying to allopathic and osteopathic medical schools, you MUST get evaluations from an MD and a 
DO. If applying only to allopathic schools, you must get a letter from an MD. If applying only to DO schools, you must 
get a letter from a DO. 
3. Ask a science professor (biology, chemistry or physics) who has taught you to interview you, complete an evaluation 
form and write a letter for you. 
4. Ask a professor in your major department or a professor with whom you conducted research to interview you, complete 
an evaluation form and write a letter for you. 
5. Ask the program director of a community service group with which you have volunteered OR the faculty advisor of a 
group with which you have held a leadership position OR a supervisor with whom you worked through paid employment 
OR a community member from your hometown to interview you, complete an evaluation form and write a letter for you. 
6. Do NOT ask relatives to complete evaluations for you since the application services/schools will not accept them. 
7. You may not be able to schedule interviews with all of your evaluators. In that case, ask them to follow the directions 
on the Memo to Evaluators and use the PPAC mailing envelope to complete and return the evaluation forms and letters 
directly to PPAC or email them directly to Ms. Candice Hamilton (cmh0172@auburn.edu). 

 
Interviewing Instructions 
1. Complete the top section of all evaluation forms before giving/mailing them to the evaluators. 
2. Provide a COMPLETE copy of your PPAC Resume, the evaluator memo and a return envelope to your evaluators. 
3. Use the directions you receive from your professors and other evaluators about how they will conduct your interviews. 
4. Wear business professional attire for your interviews just as you would for actual interviews at the schools. 
5. Review the Memo to Evaluators with the evaluators to avoid problems later. 
6. All evaluation letters and forms are due in your PPAC folder by July 1, 2021. 
7. Monitor messages from Ms. Candice Hamilton telling you when PPAC receives evaluations for your file. 
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